Nouns

What is nouns?
- Nouns are names of people, animals, places and things.

Types of nouns:
- Common: without specific names
- Proper: with specific names (Always capitalized)

Examples:
- Common: table, chair, room, paper, pen
- Proper: Davidson Street, Katie Chang, Johannesburg

More types of nouns:
- Uncountable Nouns: cannot be counted
- Compound Nouns: two or more word use together as one noun
- Collective Nouns: names a group of people or things
- Possessive Nouns: show ownership 's or s' apostrophe

More examples:
- Uncountable: music, food, snow, water
- Compound: toothbrush, textbook, sunflower
- Collective: bunch, group, family
- Possessive: mother's cup, father's newspaper